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The Intelligent Enterprise
This is the era of the Intelligent Enterprise. It’s an organisation that
builds on its heritage but is not bound by it. It’s one that has strong
core values but respects the voices of others, that leverages
technology to respond to market shift and opportunities but
recognises the power and intellect of its people.
Growing and maintaining a profitable business today is a
journey – for us and for our clients. We serve industries – financial
services, biotech, retail, information technology, among others
– that are changing at an exhilarating pace. Competition from
where you least expect it, huge investments in products that have
ever-shorter life spans, regulatory uncertainty caused by changing
regulations. As Abraham Lincoln said, the best way to predict the
future is to create it. Let us help.

Our purpose is to build a great and sustainable
company that delights its clients and
creates value for our people, communities
and stakeholders.
We are a company with a conscience, aware
of our good fortune, committed to successful
outcomes and empowered to help others less
fortunate than ourselves.
Intrigued?
Let us tell you some more.

We are Gibbs Hybrid. We empower the Intelligent Enterprise with
our services and solutions, and we are different, beginning with
our mission statement...
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About Us

Diversity = Strength

Gibbs Hybrid offers a single source integrated solution
with programme consultancy, talent, technology and
outsourcing initiatives that drive customer success.

The case for having an active, engaged, successful diverse employee
base is compelling, and it’s borne out by our own business experience.
Diversity is our strength, and we strive for it not just in colour but in races,
ages, genders, ethnic backgrounds, religions, cultures, education,
impairment and other dimensions.

We unlock value, innovation and creativity within our clients’
organisations. We overcome client challenges with an open,
experienced and focused mindset that seeks to add value and
intelligence from the first day of engagement. Our approach is always
consultative, identifying the issues and agreeing on how to resolve
them - for now, and in the future. We use a systematic approach and
best practice to empower the client with a thoughtful, rigorous and
expert execution.
We have three lines of business – total talent management, programme
technology solutions and outsourcing. While they can stand alone as
best-of-breed offerings, they create real synergy when integrated with
each other, creating hybrid, 360-degree solutions.
Offering this flexibility allows clients to engage with a single preferred
partner for multiple services - using differing and flexible models to do
so, based on their requirements. Clients see our performance quality
in one area and retain us in another. This concept of one-stop is of
course not unique – banks use it to market a wide range of products
and services to their customers. In a similar way, we earn permission to
expand our footprint within a client’s business through expert execution,
innovation and a relentless focus on our customer.
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As a woman-owned and ethnic minority-owned
business, we value the benefits of having a diverse
workforce. Clients regularly turn to us for advice and
counsel about improving the diversity of not just their
workforce but also their supply chain.
Many reports show that improving diversity both inside and outside
organisations is not just a social imperative but a business necessity.
The often-quoted McKinsey report on diversity says that “companies
in the top quartile for gender or racial and ethnic diversity are 33%
more likely to have financial returns above their national industry
medians.” Why? Because we don’t know where the next great ideas
are going to come from, and they’re less likely to result from everyone
hiring people exactly like themselves.
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What our clients say

Single source, three entry points
Our three lines of business – total talent management,
programme technology solutions and outsourcing can stand alone as best-of-breed offerings. However
they create real synergy when they integrate with
each other, as hybrid solutions.
We take the ‘hybrid’ in our name seriously, and even within our lines of
business we bring a multi-discipline mindset to bear on each project.
For example, a consulting project could blend IT, project management
and operational expertise. An engagement in our talent management
business line may have elements of HR, total talent management,
governance, technology and change management.

SINGLE SOURCE

TOTAL TALENT
MANAGEMENT

PROGRAMME
TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS

OUTSOURCING
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Total Talent Management
Talent is scarce. Many organisations tell us that current workforce
models fail to unlock innovation, creativity and deliver real client value.
In response, we are creating new service and commercial models to
enable agility, reduce cycle times, increase quality and achieve sustained
cost savings. We provide access and visibility to the best available talent,
internal or external.
The preferred option for companies is to hire internally and increasingly
to adopt agile working practices. They’re also investing in Human
Capital Management in the cloud to better inventory the skills and
competencies within their organisations.
Whilst knowing what intellectual capital you have within a business
and correlating it against your strategic workforce plan is the first step,
accessing your talent inventory and deploying them into real roles can be
quite a logistical challenge. Employees are left to figure out vastly different
processes and policies for getting what might seem like basic things done.
For this reason, we have created our internal mobility proposition.

INTERNAL TALENT MOBILITY
We have pioneered a managed service solution for internal mobility to
orchestrate internal functions for the Joiners, Movers, Leavers or the transboarding process. This allows multiple and varied functional groups of
often complex internal operating structures to be easily coordinated.
With a single dedicated point of coordination key time to productivity
is significantly reduced, producing a compelling business case based
on limiting the number of lost days’ work. Furthermore because of the
imperative to retain the best talent, it’s essential to optimise the user
experience for both new internal hires and hiring managers.

DELIVERY MODELS FOR
PERMANENT EMPLOYEE
TALENT ACQUISITION AND
OPTIMISATION
Project-based Recruitment
Process Outsourcing
Sourcing & Screening Talent
Acquisition Support
End-to-end Recruitment Process
Outsourcing and Recruitment
Administration

DELIVERY MODELS FOR
CONTINGENT WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT
Neutral Vendor Managed
Services across all professional
labour sub-categories
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To supplement gaps within our clients’ permanent employee workforce,
we offer a suite of talent acquisition and optimisation solutions and
delivery models. As a specialist talent acquisition provider, we can
deliver a full end-to-end capability or simply provide support for certain
parts of the process such as sourcing and screening, building talent
communities or developing the Employer Value Proposition.

CONTINGENT WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
Optimising a blend of both permanent and contingent talent enables
organisations to be agile, responsive and relevant with the latest skills
and expertise. Our contingent workforce management solutions give our
clients the ability to fully capitalise on the potential of their employees as
well as that of the extended workforce.
With increasing options for companies to choose how a piece of
work gets done, it is no longer the binary purchase decision of temp
or perm. The gig economy represents increasingly viable attractive
engagement models, whilst new crowdsourcing options also represent
ways for organisations to fulfil their requirements beyond the traditional
engagement of agency contractors, services (statement of work) based
engagements and outsourced or offshored pieces.

Supplier Tail Management
Statement of Work Vendor
Management
Direct Sourcing Hybrid
delivery model
Self-sourcing Hybrid
delivery model
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PARTNERING WITH
YOU IN THE CHANGING
WORLD OF WORK
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Programme Technology Solutions
The uncertainties pile up, and often the answers
can’t cope. Consultants who can lack real business
experience won’t help. Packaged, pre-baked strategies
merely add a layer of activity and require excessive
management to supervise. At Gibbs Hybrid, that’s not
how we do things.
Programme Technology Solutions meets the needs of our clients’
technology and business-enabled programmes through hybrid and
statement of work-based engagements. Our methodology guarantees
successful and repeatable programme and project delivery through
broad technical coverage and expertise. This allows us to focus on
specialised, differentiated, integrated solutions and services with a
flexible and Agile approach to problem solving. We thrive on trusted
partnerships with our clients and a passion for achieving results.

Multi-Disciplined Solutions
For projects with tight deadlines, multi-discipline and restrictive budgets,
we combine agile and project delivery methodology with talented
consultants for an end to end fully managed solution, including Service
Management, MI, PMO & Finance Support.

OUR DELIVERY MODELS

Project Management as a Service

Flexibilisation

Project Management as a Service (PMaaS) is a three-tier customercentric service designed to help clients efficiently improve their delivery
capability and reduce risk. It’s a blend of scalable services designed
to provide ready-made, professional, qualified project teams who can
assess, control and deliver change cost effectively.

Hybrid

Know Your Customer & Anti-Money Laundering (KYC/AML)

Statement of Work
Fixed price

Milestone deliverable
Specific project deliverables

Comprehensive suite of KYC Solutions, including migrations,
Remediation/Refresh, BAU and Advisory Practice, delivered by a
multilingual team of compliance managers and analysts. We also offer
High-Risk Entity Management and Risk Classification Tool Automation.
This service is based in Luxembourg, Dublin and London.

SCRUM as a Service
Based on clients’ SCRUM requirements, we will provide a skilled SCRUM
team that works with the client to move to a more agile way of working.

Architecture and Technical Design Authority
With our architecture and design experts, we help design and deliver IT
and Business solutions. Our Architecture Squad teams work across all
architectural domains.

Testing and Quality Assurance

BUSINESS IS COMPLEX
AND DEFIES COOKIECUTTER SOLUTIONS
12
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We provide a broad range of end-to-end test management and delivery
services. Our expert and unified teams have the necessary skills and
capabilities to be cost-effectively employed.

Transition Services
Assists with the switch from an incumbent supplier for cost reduction,
more effective delivery and/or process standardisation. Our consultants
manage all parts of the transition seamlessly, while mitigating risk and
loss of business.
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Outsourcing
Our approach spans a continuum of solutions from
outsourcing processes such as HR, customer support
help desks, or 1st line IT support (BPO) through to our
latest solution, Build Operate Transfer (BOT).
We take a creative, flexible and client-focussed view of outsourcing,
recognising the different objectives that our clients may have. Our
outsourcing hub is in the city of Gdansk, Poland. The vibrant, educated,
diverse and outward looking young population there makes for an
excellent workforce. Gibbs’ facility there has been designed to allow fast
start-up operations for our clients, scaling to tackle the immediate task
while the project team fits out a longer-term base.

TYPICAL OUTSOURCING
SOLUTIONS
Finance Processing
HR Administration and
Onboarding
1st Line Help Desk
Service Desk Administration

BUILD OPERATE TRANSFER
Build, Operate, Transfer is a solution that brings together all our strengths
in talent management, technology consulting and project management.
It provides a unique opportunity for our clients to outsource a key
component of their business, have Gibbs Hybrid manage and grow it,
and ultimately hand it back to the client so that its processes, people, IP
and other components are absorbed back to the original business. We
believe this is a unique solution, reflecting the needs of businesses to be
agile and dynamic across all parts of their corporation.
Build Operate Transfer is designed for companies facing the need to:
• reduce operational costs, while controlling CapEx outlays
• relocate functions of the business to a more cost-effective location that’s

close to key stakeholders
• identify an exceptional location with high quality multilingual talent

CLOUD COMPUTING

BPA

BIG DATA & ANALYTICS

TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT
We use technology as a vehicle of transformation, a source of
innovation and creator of value, rather than just providing the
infrastructure of delivery.

We can Build an operations centre in Gdansk,
Operate the function and then Transfer it to our
client’s organisation, fully absorbing it into the existing
operational model. Further, we can also alter the
outcome such that we continue to fully operate it, as a
traditional BPO model, without returning it to the client.

This is why we place technology enablement at the heart of each
engagement, leveraging the power of cloud computing (IaaS,
PaaS & SaaS), big data & data analytics with BPA delivering speed,
flexibility and reduced costs.
Depending on client operations’ maturity level, the processes clients
want us to manage, willingness to adopt BPA, APIs and software or
desired outcomes of the engagement we can leverage a bespoke
technology portfolio to empower their business.
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Our Technology
We drive innovation throughout our business, internally
and externally, to give our clients the competitive
advantage, transparency and agility they need to thrive.

GigBUDI™
GigBUDI™ is the first solution built on the BUDI™ Platform. GigBUDI™
is an end-to-end direct sourcing solution for the managed curation of
talent pipelines and delivery of on-demand talent. With only around
10% of the potential candidate pool actively looking for their next career
opportunity, GigBUDI™ nurtures passive candidates and improves the
candidate matching and role fit to ensure a higher quality of hire at
lower cost in the shortest timeframe.

The Gibbs Hybrid Business platform for Unified Development & Integration,
BUDI, has been developed to integrate hybrid application solution
architectures and to provide easy access, visibility and control of data sets
within clients’ application portfolio.

SOA
API
Unified Development & Integration
IoT

Mobile
Saas
Integration

IT
Integration
16

Microservices

Data Integration

Service Integration

Business Processes

Messaging

Analytics

Management Center

Embedded MI/BI Reporting

Finance
Integration

Procurement
HR
Integration Integration
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Recruitment
Integration

Machine
Learning
Integration
B2B EDI
ESB
Blockchain
Integration
Data
Integration

ERP
Integration

GigBUDI™ represents the next generation of intelligent sourcing.
Complementing existing sourcing channel strategies, GigBUDI™
enables passive candidate attraction that job boards alone simply
can’t deliver.

PayBUDI™
Whilst a direct self-sourcing capability brings significant benefits,
organisations need to manage co-employment risk avoiding having to
payroll contingent workers directly. PayBUDI™ is a complete full-service
modern payroll solution. It minimises payroll headaches, reduces
tedious paperwork, reduces payroll risk and makes “no penalties”
a reality.

AT GIBBS HYBRID,
WE SEE THINGS
DIFFERENTLY.
GIBBS HYBRID EMPOWERING THE INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Why Partner with Gibbs Hybrid?

We view our Social Responsibility as more than a buzz
phrase. We build it into everything from our innovative
apprentice program through employee involvement to
our adopted charities.

• Partnering allows us to fulfill our purpose of building a great and

Apprentice Programme

• We value relationships over transactions. We approach each engagement

Our programme has been developed with the help of the Catch 22
organisation. The average age of starting the apprenticeship is 17. All
of the women who have taken the apprenticeship journey have stayed
with Gibbs Hybrid and some have been promoted to the next level within
their careers – all have ‘graduated’ from apprenticeship to full-time
roles. We support on the job training, provide good role models for the
apprentices to identify with, and foster good working relationships.

Supported Charities
An introduction to the company’s charities is a keystone of every new
employee’s induction and each employee is allowed 2 days community
service paid leave. This has ranged from raising money at public
locations through to sleeping rough overnight in Manchester to highlight
the huge problem of homelessness in our cities.
As a company, Gibbs Hybrid sponsors four charities, Macmillan
Cancer, Coffee4Craig, The Clink and ZimKids. Self-directed groups of
employees own the relationships with these charities and manage
fundraising efforts.
We are proud of what we achieve together, for each other and for the
communities we live in.

sustainable company that delights its clients and creates value for our
people, communities and stakeholders.
• Innovation is in our DNA. We continually innovate to create new sources

of value for our customers. Our innovation isn’t confined to technology but
extends to pricing and risk-sharing models.
with an open mindset, eager to learn about the issues and opportunities
inherent within the project.
• Because of our customer-centric approach, we deliver transparency

throughout the project, with the flexibility that comes from working always
with senior management.
• Diversity is our strength. It’s at the core of our business and drives a

greater understanding of our clients’ challenges.
• We are genuinely nice people to do business with!

Gibbs Hybrid was a finalist in the 2018 MSDUK Awards for a Scale-Up
Business. At the same event our CEO was awarded the inaugural
Businesswoman of the Year award. The Charities Aid Foundation gave
us their gold award for payroll giving. We won the Staffing Industry
Analysts 2017 Europe Staffing Award. We say this not to brag (maybe a
little), but to demonstrate that we care deeply about what we do, how
we execute and how we engage with the world.
As our mission statement says, we are a company with a conscience,
aware of our good fortune, committed to successful outcomes.
We engage deeply with our clients, creating partnerships and not
transactions. We empower our own people with the tools, training and
real-world experience they need to create these business relationships.
If you are looking for a firm with a heart, a partner with a passion for
excellence in execution that cares about outcomes, that values diversity
of thought, opinion and background, you have found us.
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Head Office
Cantium House
Railway Approach
Wallington, Surrey SM6 0DZ

UK
196 Deansgate
Manchester
M3 3WF

T: +44 (0)20 8773 7650

T: +44 (0)161 260 0716

Ireland
The Brickhouse
Block 1, Clanwilliam Court
Lr Mount Street
Dublin D02 CF97
T: +353 (0) 1-9053515

Poland
Alchemia
al. Grunwaldzka 411
Gdansk Pomorskie 80309

Luxembourg
26 Boulevard Royal
Luxembourg 2449
T: +352 691 958278

T: +48 570 302 405
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